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This report is an addendum to the November 2012 report submitted to the Concord Complete Streets 

Advisory Committee following a community conversation on November 7, 2012. For additional 

information about the methods used and the work of NH Listens, please see the primary report 

located at (www.NHListens.Org).  After receiving the final recommendations from Downtown 

Complete Streets Advisory Committee, the Concord City Council voted unanimously to accept the 

recommendations and city staff members have been hard at work on final design elements. The 

Downtown Complete Streets Project Advisory Committee asked NH Listens to create this second 

opportunity for people to give input for the final stages of the design to be voted on by the Concord 

City Council on February 11, 2013.  Participants were told that their input would be shared publically 

and with the Concord City Council.  The goal of this community conversation was to: 

o See the latest design pictures and maps 

o Weigh in on final decisions and identify any “earthquakes” or “show- stoppers” 

o Give guidance and vision to Concord as a “destination” 

 

On Monday February 4th, 2013 the second community conversation was held from 6:30 PM to 9:00 PM 

at the Grappone Conference Center.  A total of 92 people preregistered as participants and 111 

participants signed in.  Of those who signed in, 87 indicated Concord was their hometown.  Fourteen 

indicated a hometown other than Concord.  These participants were from the near surrounding area 

and included business owners and frequent visitors to Main Street. The community conversation was 

open to all.  In the end, over 120 residents attended and participated.  In addition, the Mayor and 

approximately 20 Concord City staff and City Councilors attended as observers and resource 

experts.  Attendees participated in one of seven small groups and took part in a brief large group 

report out at the end of the evening. 

 

Findings 

New Hampshire Listens collected input and each small group completed a report (Appendix B).  NH 

Listens also surveyed all participants about their experience of the process and received 71 responses 

back (Appendix C).   

The conversation in Concord touched on many topics and followed the general outline in the 

Discussion Guide (Appendix D).  The conversation focused on three core issues: 

 Main Street as a Destination 

 Specific Elements of Concern:  Phoenix Avenue and the Pleasant and Main Intersection 

 Overall Design Priorities  

 

Each of the core topics involved a complex set of factors, challenges, and priorities. Below is a 

summary of participant input for each core topic as well as overall themes raised across small groups. 

 

Concord Main Street as a Destination 

The February 4th community conversation began with a focus on what it means to be a “destination.”  

Over the course of this project, many Concord residents expressed a desire that Concord Downtown 

be seen and experienced as a destination.  This was our opportunity to learn more about what is 

meant by this broad idea. 

http://www.nhlistens.org/
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Similar to the first community conversation, many groups reiterated the importance of balancing a 

range of interests and identities in Concord while preserving a continuity of history and tradition. 

Residents appreciate a hometown feel and a town where many people are welcomed and made 

to feel at home.  One group mentioned a diversity of spending opportunities where one might find a 

“five and dime, a nice silk dress, and a hotdog.”  Another mentioned Concord remaining a place 

“where the merchants smile at me.”  Across small groups, there was a general desire to see Concord 

downtown as family-friendly, appealing across social and age groups, and as an extension of the 

city’s neighborhoods.  Still, a great deal of change was also mentioned in order for downtown 

Concord to take advantage of its potential.  Repeatedly, participants mentioned the need for 

businesses to be open past 5 PM and for a more vital night life to attract people.  This included 

increasing residential options and attracting people to live downtown.  Practical needs were 

mentioned as well, with adequate parking, public restrooms, and effective signage being the most 

often listed priorities.  Most groups believe attracting people to downtown will need to be 

accompanied by a focused effort of marketing and collaboration of downtown businesses.  

  

Art, history, and architecture, as well as the political culture of Concord, were all mentioned as part 

of an identity worthy of being a “destination.”  The lack of a gateway, more welcoming spaces in 

and outdoors, and a more inviting State House Plaza were seen as areas for special attention. 

 

The Closure of Phoenix Avenue 

The Concord City Council and design staff specifically asked to hear more from residents about the 

closure of Phoenix Avenue, the creation of a “pocket park” or gathering space, and the potential 

placement of the Eagle Square clock in this new location.  The majority of participants and small 

groups collectively were in favor of this change with the following caveats and concerns:  That care 

be taken with the clock and seriously consider if the move is necessary; that there be nearby 

alternatives for delivery trucks to unload; that pedestrian access be maintained; and that the design 

team consider a more historic and integrated look in terms of benches and colors. 

 

The Intersection of Pleasant and Main Street 

The City Council and Staff also sought feedback on the possibility of a roundabout at the intersection 

of Pleasant and Main.  Discussion groups were very mixed on this possibility, with some residents in 

favor and others against.  More significant however, is the confusion many feel about the safety of 

crossing a roundabout as a pedestrian, the ability of emergency vehicles to navigate a roundabout, 

and the familiar perception of safety crossing at a traffic signal.  If plans were to progress regarding a 

roundabout, significant public education would need to accompany that work.   

 

Overall Design and Priorities 

The group assembled on the 4th seemed to be a mix of those very familiar with previous deliberations 

and those who were bringing new input to the project.  As a whole, the response of participants to 

the overall design was positive.  Of the seven small discussion groups, all but one reported the 

majority of participants as “liking” the design or “liking the design a lot.”  The remaining group was 
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split.  The heated sidewalks were mentioned across groups as a smart opportunity.  In fact, several 

people seemed to think this element was at risk of being eliminated.  In addition, the importance of 

trees and plants (that would be maintained and cared for) was often mentioned.  Many participants 

are enthusiastic about a vibrant, beautiful and historic Concord downtown.   

 

The most frequently occurring themes that emerged across groups, in addition to the positive 

statements made in support of the overall design, were as follows: 

 Create a downtown for everyone. 

o Implement a design for many people and many walks of life – attract a diversity 

of businesses and community spaces and assure physical accessibility for all. 

o Remember that there are non-design elements that are equally important to 

having a vibrant downtown (such as, store hours and a range of activities and 

opportunities). 

o Some worry a nicer downtown will price out the current businesses. 

 

 Create a design that can be sustained over time. 

o Be sure to fund planned maintenance and ongoing costs (taking care of plants, 

maintaining heated sidewalks).  

o Use performance areas that are already established (Eagle and Bicentennial 

Square). 

 

 Form and Function 

o Balance between functional (loading and unloading) and community spaces – 

A few groups requested, “don’t create new problems.” 

o Include more and better signs – make clear passageways to parking garages. 

o Safety for pedestrians was repeatedly mentioned and residents are generally 

very approving of a pedestrian friendly downtown.  

o Accessibility was repeatedly mentioned. 

o A few groups mentioned the desire for a well-lighted downtown. 

o Some are disappointed that the bike lanes are not lanes but instead are 

“sharrows.” 

 

Concerns and Challenges 

The final focus of conversation was to ask participants if they felt there were any “earthquakes” or 

“showstoppers” the City Council should know about as they move forward.  There were two primary 

concerns that crossed small groups: 

 That the construction process be well managed and include strong communication 

between the project and local businesses; taking advantage of night construction 

hours whenever possible.   

 That care is taken to insure that costs are not disproportionately passed along to local 

businesses in the downtown area. 
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Conclusion  

An engaged and committed group of Concord residents came out on a weeknight to discuss their 

views about the Complete Streets Project.  Decision makers utilizing this report can consider the 

priority of items that were mentioned by all or a majority of small groups as well as the key areas of 

disagreement.  In the evaluations turned in by over half of the participants at the end of the evening, 

many agreed or strongly agreed they had the opportunity to participate and to hear a variety of 

points of view.  Other than agreement that it was a struggle to hear one another in a noisy room, the 

response to this opportunity to give input was overwhelmingly positive.   Ninety three percent of 

respondents were glad they participated.   In addition to the appendices in this document, all small 

group charting has been documented and sent to Concord City Staff.  This report has been 

compiled to assist decision makers in determining final designs and planning for the significant 

construction process that will take place.   
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Appendix A 

Concord Complete Streets: 

Final Input Needed 
 

 

Where: 

Grappone Conference Center 

70 Constitution Avenue 

Concord, NH 03301 

 

Driving Directions 

When: 

Monday, February 4, 2013 

Sign-in and refreshments at 6:30 

Program 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Add to my calendar 

  
  

Dear Friends,  

I am writing today to invite you to an important gathering on 

February 4th about Concord's Main Street.  

  
In partnership with the Downtown Complete Streets Project 

Advisory Committee, we will be having a community-wide 

conversation about the Main Street Design.  

The Concord City Council voted unanimously to accept the 

recommendations of the Advisory Committee, and city staff 

have been hard at work on final design elements. Join us to: 

 See the latest design pictures and maps  
 Learn about the options  
 Weigh in on remaining decisions   

  
Sign-in and refreshments are at 6:30 p.m. The program 
begins at 7:00, and childcare is available.  
  
Please register today and consider bringing a few 
neighbors with you.  

 

Register Now! 

I can't make it  

 

If you have any questions, please contact me below. 

Thank you for your attention and response. We look forward 

to seeing you on February 4. 

Sincerely,     Michele Holt-Shannon 

NH Listens 

michele.holt-shannon@unh.edu 
   

 

 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0014IeMXkKAcjW_8BqYbGeVZB-yY2w0nnWrF7NbinTiAsfCsoBpdGijFQ-gFAG3GeHafBM1weJ3fnTUFYGRbyq_cZq1OIOfWIoN4n9n7cz6qnfVPbhKyYw2SuPVGDQFEqGDq9CDkbYG9EX67HCLuIL5ueNiI7wrLq5B2QlvOKL1heV85E7wN3F8a6wZxXVzlJDEsWq-6y1y9qE=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?e=0014IeMXkKAcjWt2w1rhfcEH0WD_YmVX8_YpDVuGziq5eyohBQhdtIT8cjZMODv1sxzJB6rGNyzxQxZmWDOgfmytLVIG6Fi_e9KyHfSSIJxXNG4rDMml9-ZxEzv0UKu1TSpdJX5tbfhPv8hhrvool2NQgWLTENRvtLCqce6cHU1sV3v7M07w1Y9BX6uirt1sYSauQ0ZwBncGFk=
http://www.concordmainstreetproject.com/
http://www.concordmainstreetproject.com/
http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/eventReg?llr=wfmitukab&oeidk=a07e6x7fk6970eb933d&oseq=a001h6xsfl4c
http://events.r20.constantcontact.com/register/decline?llr=wfmitukab&oeidk=a07e6x7fk6970eb933d&oseq=a001h6xsfl4c
http://nhlistens.org/
mailto:michele.holt-shannon@unh.edu
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Appendix B:  Small Group Reports 

The seven small group reports are shared here as they were received.  They have been formatted to 

reduce space between reports and responses.  Otherwise, no content has been changed. 

Small Group Report 
to the Concord City Council 

 
GROUP Letter:  AAA     Facilitator Name:  Kathy Mathis (nee Smith) 
Submitted by: Tonya Rochette 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   

 Design is welcoming 

 Heated sidewalks are very attractive, improves accessibility 

 Helping people find their way around – signage, lighting, consistent design 

 We are considered a destination because we have farmers markets, Granite State Arts Market, 
Market Days, Halloween Howl, etc. we need to publicize this.  

 
2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 

most important to them.  

 There is not anything that “welcomes” you to Concord. Terrible gateways that introduce you to 
Concord and welcome you to the City. How do you know that you have arrived?  

 We are failing to treat this as a “complete street” by making this inaccessible to bicycles 
because the travel is not safe for bicyclists. Force more utilization of the garages, force walking 
and biking.  

 Construction noise will be potentially detrimental for those that are living in the downtown.  
 

3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   
 Closure of Phoenix Avenue 

 It creates a gathering place, seen as a positive 

 Feels that it will ultimately be safer for pedestrians because they currently walk 
there already without regard to automobile traffic.  

 
 The intersection of Pleasant and Main 

 Needs to be safe for crossing pedestrians 

 Needs to be accessible (not via cars) through the pocket park to Low Avenue.  
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4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 

 Heat the sidewalk please 

 Make clear pathways to the garages – clear identification of where the available parking spaces 
are in the garages.  

 
5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 

and/or the Council: 

 Need to invest in marketing about Concord as a destination, events, what’s great, what to see 

 Make sure all of the double sidewalk concerns are removed.  

 Make sure that there is a long term plan for maintenance.  
 

Small Group Report 
to the Concord City Council 

 
GROUP Letter:  _______B_________________  Facilitator Name:  ___________Robin____________________ 
Submitted by: _____________Sarah_________________________ 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   

 Quality places, e.g. museums, state capitol, Red River, locally owned businesses, Audi, Capitol 
Center for the Arts, farms, Shaker Village, Imagination Village 

 Activities like First Night and Market days, downtown is a meeting place to meet friends 

 Easy to access- available parking and good traffic flow are essential 

 Other characteristics: vibrant and beautiful with emphasis on the historical  
 

2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 
most important to them.  

 Need for more arts and restaurants downtown 

 Later business hours/open on Sundays, Fridays 

 Traffic management, esp. with disabled vehicles snow removal, deliveries, emergency vehicles. 
Parallel parking will back up traffic and be unpleasant. If Concord is going to be a destination, 
we need a place for us all to park.  

 Signage, esp. re: parking Capitol Commons, is important, “park once” and walk around 
downtown is ideal 

 Aesthetics 

 More public restrooms 

 Parking meter issue (don’t work, blocked by snow) 
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3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   

 Closure of Phoenix Avenue- not for a pocket park, close it for more parking. Concerns about moving 
the clock- how would the donor feel? Would need to be attractive/good aesthetics. Service and 
vendor concerns for the businesses on Phoenix Ave. Clock blocks Duncan McGownen’s facade. 
Going to cost a fortune to move the clock. Concerns that the difference in cost will be passed right 
to taxpayers. Concerns that the space could evolve into an unattractive area, e.g. Boston City 
Common. Concern that currently street is only way to get back onto Main. One group member out 
of 10 member group was willing to close the street for a park.   

 
 The intersection of Pleasant and Main- the roundabout is the biggest concern. A red light on North 

State will cause a pile up at the roundabout. North State and Franklin roundabout currently poses 
issues for pedestrians crossing and there are concerns this design would be even worse. Concerns 
the plan “came out of the blue last month” and is not approved by the Feds. What would the 
roundabout mean for emergency vehicles? Speculation that ambulances could just drive right over. 
Accessibility concerns, is there a wheelchair curb cut? Also, traffic signals with an associated sound 
are better for visually impaired.   

 
4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 

Straw poll results: 

 Like most of it, change could be good. 

 Like most, except the roundabout 

 Don’t like, don’t want to see Concord become like downtown Manchester 

 Don’t like, feel the decision is already made 

 Middle of the road 

 Don’t like, don’t think the design is the key to revitalization, business hours more important 

 Don’t like, concerns about tax increase.  

 Against it, don’t like what happened on North State Street 

 Against it 

 Like most of the plan  
 

5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 
and/or the Council: 

 There are non-design things perceived as more important, e.g. store hours, economy  

 Parking, signage and snow removal are all essential  

 Do not move the clock tower 

 No consensus on whether to close Phoenix Ave.  

 Consensus on no roundabout  
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Small Group Report 

to the Concord City Council 
 
GROUP Letter:  CCC       Facilitator Name:  Cara Cargill 
Submitted by: Duncan Fleming 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 

 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 

 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 
making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   

 Like a Portsmouth, Newburyport – They have water (something special about that), what would 
be the “core” attraction of a city like Concord? 

 Reclaiming lost destination from Interstate Highway System 

 Eagle Square – Didn't understand demographics of city 

 Art destination – Capital Center for the Arts, the bigger issue is getting the word out, 
incorporating art features/local artists into the actual design plan 

 People like restaurants/shopping and people like being with people (e.g. crowded sidewalks) 

 Heated sidewalks/streets 

 Mixing activities (like sports/shopping/food) – Being able to go for a bike ride and come back 
and then go shopping and get something to eat or drink – Not going for one specific thing but 
going for the city itself 

 Variety – No current park space, State House plaza is not very “inviting” but it is biggest green 
space next to downtown, diversity in businesses (places for families, children, different types of 
food/shopping, activites for morning/noon/night) 

 Good signage 

 Well-lit buildings at night 

 Not just an attractive Main St but also attractive side streets 

 Place to be able to sit down for a while 

 Adding a residential component – Rehabbing some of the old buildings 
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2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 
most important to them. 

 Ability to market – Showcasing the features Concord already has 

 We need more public restrooms 

 Need to maintain facilities which are built 

 Concord lacks some natural resources which create “natural” attraction – Need to add 
something which makes Concord unique 

 Reasonable, sensible parking areas – Congestion on roads and for parking 

 Need to recruit new businesses (brings new people to live and patronize) – Space is available 
and need to consider what kind of businesses what we want to add 

 Worried about parallel parking (combined with loss of parking) – Safety issue in addition to 
congestion issue 

 Concerned about property assessment values for downtown landowners 

3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   

• Plantings up and down the street being maintained 

• Not in favor of actual Concord Coach (too much for the money) 

• Full compliance on west side of Main St. for ADA (grade) 

• Wants flowers hanging from poles 

• Economic concerns for business owners 

 Closure of Phoenix Avenue 

Furniture in Pocket Park looks too modern for such an old area (if the design plan is accurate) 
 

 The intersection of Pleasant and Main 

• Disappointed with lack of roundabout 

• Dotted line lane for bikes (biker safety) 

4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 

 Parking/congestion/traffic flow needs to be controlled (concerns with parallel parking) 

 Keep historic appearance of city 

 Design of trees, etc. seems slightly too rectangular (maybe some circular shaped tree areas) 
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 Economic life of city needs to be supported (both on Main St. and on the side streets) 

 Overall, group response is positive to the design 

 
5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 

and/or the Council: 

• Common ground – Don't want to pass costs along to Main St. merchants (particularly on construction 
costs), basic agreement on plan with some concerns about parking/parking management and what would 
make for a “pedestrian-friendly” downtown 

Small Group Report 
to the Concord City Council 

 
GROUP Letter:  ________D________________  Facilitator Name:  ___Molly____________________________ 
Submitted by: ________Roger Hawk______________________________ 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   
a. Accessibility; Arts, restaurants, pedestrians/biking/motorcycles, more trees/flowers, public 

space maintainer, hanging out spaces, alleys and well-designed spaces. Wide sidewalks, mix of 
retail, indoor + outdoor gatherings spaces, play area for kids, connection to academic 
community. 

 
2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 

most important to them.  
a. Red River/Capital Center/Arts/Museum, local businesses, accessibility, traffic flow, historical 

architecture, State House, unique commercial and retail, more residents, casual eating, parking, 
snow removal, only 2 travel lanes, wide sidewalks, heated sidewalks. 

 
3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   

a. Closure of Phoenix Avenue- or to prohibit cars, but keep pedestrian walkthrough. No wall. Lack 
of flexibility in the plan. 

 
b. The intersection of Pleasant and Main-mixed response. Straw Pole; 15 people, 27 votes. 

 
4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 

a. Make design less linear, more curvy. 
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5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 
and/or the Council: 

 Attract diversity of businesses, community spaces, alleys, traffic flow, expand residential and 
parking options. 

 

Small Group Report 
to the Concord City Council 

 
GROUP Letter:   EEE     (17 people)                                           Facilitator Name:  Ed French 
Submitted by: Kathy Bush 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   

 Cultural outlet; maintain “Concord culture” 

 Attractive 

 Gathering places; inside and out 

 Architecturally interesting 

 Reborn to new place – fun to go to 

 Diversity – attractiveness to “all” residents; multi-generational; youth 

 Lodging 

 Residing downtown 

 Walk downtown 

 Downtown as a venue 

 Accessibility: handicapped parking; cost 

 Friendly; Facilitate connections 

 Evenings and daytime 

 Fill all downtown retail shops 

 “City that’s really a town” 

 “We already are a destination” – the State Capital, NHTI 
 

2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 
most important to them.  

 Multi-generational 

 Accessibility and availability 

 “Concord Culture” 

 Gathering places   
 

3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding:   

 FAVOR Closure of Phoenix Avenue  “A pocket park with pedestrian stairwell” 
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 Why move the clock? Can we get rid of it? Elevate it/ walk under it/frees ground space 

 The intersection of Pleasant and Main: Roundabout? How will that work? Is it less safe? Flow of 
traffic? Pedestrian safety? Divides Main Street, non-conducive to business. Too much signage. 

 
4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 

 Fund planned maintenance 

 Ongoing costs: heating sidewalks? 

 Traffic flow; one lane? 

 Truck deliveries; roadway configuration 

 1) 6    2) 8    3) 2 abstentions 
 
 

5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 
and/or the Council: 

  Concord culture: Family-oriented 
       New Englandish 
   Extension of our neighborhoods 
                 Large town instead of small city 
  Cultural: use performance areas already established; Eagle and Bicentennial Squares 
   

Small Group Report 
to the Concord City Council 

 
GROUP Letter:  _____________F___________  Facilitator Name:  Paul Susca 
Submitted by: __________Quixada Moore-Vissing____________________________ 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   

 When I have traveled, I like to go to a place that offers mind body and spirit – using statues, 
recreation boards – find out where there are fun things spiritually, to do, touch. A community in 
Texas had statues and billboards showing things to do. Show fun things we have, businesses we 
have. To highlight all our great stuff.  

 Parking is a problem. Once you’ve found a parking place, it would be nice if you could spend 
rest of time walking similar to a mall instead of having to move your car. Once you’re parked, it 
would be nice if it was comfortable and safe and walkable. Hoping for slower speed on the 
crosswalks. People need to drive slower; it would be safer to cross. Then people can enjoy 
walking around and seeing the stores.  
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 Community that holds community events – recently Concord has had more stuff going on to 
attract people downtown, would like to see more of them. Locations to have community 
events. Parks, making existing parks nicer. Plaza near Phoenix Street.  

 Mainstreet that’s not just a showcase but instead a place where they can get whatever they 
need. People can get off the bus, get whatever they need and get back on bus and go home. 
Keep things you need in walking distance. Diversity of spending opportunities. CVS, Five and 
Dime, nice silk dress, hot dog.  

 Diversity and retail – we need to fill empty store fronts – bring in new customers, keep existing 
customers happy.  

 Denver has buses going down the road so that people can  

 Is Destination a resident destination or a tourist destination? People go to Lakes, Coast, 
Mountains, but don’t spend a lot of time here. Lot of empty storefronts. Downtown at night 
you have the Barley House and some other bars but not much. Need to develop downtown – 
more nightlife – more food – lots of restaurants in Concord close at 5 – not much going on. I go 
to Main Street when street is closed – need more shops, mall, Denver Colorado has a mall – 
people there all the time.  

 Burlington is like that too.  

 Chicken and the egg – if it was more appealing for people to stay on Mainstreet once they were 
there, they would stay and shop more. If we can make Mainstreet more comfortable for people 
to say once they’re there, that would encourage people to own business.  

 Having more upper floors of buildings for residences, attract people to living downtown.  

 What are the accountrements that the every day person comes to this town to get people to 
hang out more? That will generate more business.  

 Public bathrooms.  

 Trying to make Concord look like Portsmouth  - we will never be a Portsmouth but could we 
connect more to the river? Maybe connections to river – boating, kayaking, walking along river.  

 If people knew about Merrimack River, could have river walks – need to be advertised.  

 Need a restaurant on the river.  

 Convenient parking is a real issue – people don’t like parallel parking. People avoid parallel 
parking.  

 Wider sidewalks – will accommodate gathering places, sidewalk cafes, benches, and still room 
for people to pass by and not have to go single file.  

 Heated sidewalks and streets – no snowbanks, etc.  – if you don’t heat street also, cant plough. 
Would be nice. Better bus shelters – well light, adequate protection from the wind, seats, safe.  

 Farmer’s Market – late spring to early fall is a good way to get people downtown. Vehicle for 
getting people downtown  

 Lighting – artistic and LED lights – draw people in  

 Emphasizing pedestrian safety – lighting, bus shelter,  

 Don’t want as many trees as drawing have – too many trees block businesses…so needs to be a 
balance there.  

 
2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 

most important to them.  
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3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   

 Closure of Phoenix Avenue –  
o In favor of closing Phoenix and as many other streets as possible. Closing Phoenix will 

not be detrimental, still enough streets to easily get down to Storrs.  

 Not black and white issue – consider unusual staircases – want pedestrians to go through but 
no cars. Wall will stop pedestrians from going through  

 Center and Main, now Loudon road – bad intersection – needs to be more pedestrian friendly. 
Not safe for pedestrians.  

 The intersection of Pleasant and Main 
 
Roundabout can be positive, from resident who lives near one.  
Problem for bus the size of Orion to be able to get through  - roundabout is barrier to bus turns 
 
On Main Street with two travel lanes – people who deliver will have to stop in travel lane and block 
that whole lane of traffic and the cars who are parked there – this will stop everyone 
 
Issue with Phoenix – a lot of local businesses use that sidestreet for deliveries, so that could hurt local 
businesses 
 
Report indicates travel lanes are supposed to be extra wide lines – travel lane has shared bicycle lane in 
it 
 
Not a bike lane and shared lane? Controversy here 
 
Where do we have deliveries go? This is an issue that people are concerned about 
 
Bus and delivery needs to be separate 
 
Why is it an issue when they are the same length  
 
Existing parks need to be used – why do phoenix unless we have an incentive for people to use it 
 
Straw poll  
 
Closing Phoenix 
3 – I like it a lot     6 
2 – I’m okay with it     6 
1 – I do NOT like it  1 
 
Delivery concern – add to the confusion – unless people are willing to change the culture around 
delieveries – could we have people do deliveries at night? Or before businesses open? Changing 
staffing, receiving – otherwise it is a problem 
 
Phoenix right now is for deliveries, can’t always control when you get deliveries 
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Intersection of Pleasant and Main 
roundabout 
Like it a lot 7 
Ok with it 1 
Do not like 5 

 
Overall design 
Like it a lot  10  
Ok with it 4 
 

4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 
a. Alex – reporter 

 
Need a downtown that will meet everyone’s needs – safety, recreational, win-win for everyone – bring 
businesses that will be for all economic levels – not just a yuppie street – draw people from all walks of life.  
Don’t fix what’s not broken – don’t create new problems.  
Safety – bus riders, pedestrians, drivers, motorists 
Deliveries – we need more information and clarification? Turning, snow removal, bus stops –are there 
designated bus stops? we need more information , will the roundabout work for buses?  
Can we have more community space for events and gathering and also still delivery space? We need a 
balance?  
One lane traffic each way will slow traffic down – this could improve safety, and this is a positive to have one 
lane either direction.  
Heated sidewalks and snow removal.  
Happy with people in the circle – nice dynamic – respect of each other!  
Deal breakers – construction process – do as much as possible in evenings and busineses – need to be 
conscious of this –  
Communication – during construction process – to residents and businesses from the companies so that they 
know when major construction is, etc.  
 

 Safety 
 Responding to the needs of everyone – making it a place for everyone  
 Don’t create new problems – balance of needs and interests 

 
 

5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 
and/or the Council: 

 
Small Group Report 

to the Concord City Council 
 
GROUP Letter:  ____________G_______  Facilitator Name:  __David Lamarre-Vincent______________ 
Submitted by: ___________Mary Schuh___________________________ 
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There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   
 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   
a. zippy with a small town feel – no “Concord in a coma after 5:00” 
b. restaurants and the ability to sit outside – interesting food trucks 
c. music entertainment, Liberal rules about buskers – the ability for anyone who wants to play 

music to be able to play music 
d. activity, people moving around, events happening downtown that you would be psyched to 

stumble upon 
e. visually appealing, public art work like the tree in Eagle Square.  The old buildings are public art, 

trees, more public murals 
f. retail, variety of shops 
g. need better signage for parking options – existing parking is not being fully realized, legislators 

need to park in garages 
h. river access – eg the boat house, make other uses of the river – have a way to use the river 
i. Covered multi-use space that could host events like a winter’s market downtown 
j. Child specific centers of energy – children’s museum 
k. Living affordability in the downtown area – mixed income residents downtown 
l. Transportation – bicycles and bike racks, a trolley that people actually use, a bus sytem that 

makes sense 
m. Walking tours 
n. A comprehensive recycling program 

For Whom? 
Tourists, residents, taxpayers, families, people with mobility issues of any age have 
access to all areas including shops and restaurants 

 
What makes Concord a destination? 
Concord is not just a great place to visit but I would like to live there 
A city with a hometown feel.  A place wit cultural activities. 
The people are friendly and the merchants smile at me.  Concord is a clean and safe city - - day and night. 
Concord is thriving, has a community connection, is fun. 
 

2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 
most important to them.  

 Crosswalk safety 

 Unintended traffic consequences of traffic lanes 

 Ongoing maintenance and how it will be funded – can it be maintained 

 Proportion of stuff all over the sidewalks – it shouldn’t feel cheap.  Quantity and quality of stuff.  
Too much clutter.  Need to make it accessible. 

 Can there be a multi use zone so that tables can be out in the warm weather and parking in the 
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cold months. 

 Historical aspects will outweigh accessibility aspects 
 

3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   
o Closure of Phoenix Avenue 

 Most people in the group in favor of closing Phoenix Avenue.  Moving the clock 
tower  should only be considered once accessibility of buildings is resolved. 

 
o The intersection of Pleasant and Main 

 The traffic circle is not feasible.  Most of the group were opposed to it. 

 We should keep the diagonal crosswalks and make the lights longer. 
 

4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 
 

 This is about the long term community people part of Main Street – not just the physical aspects.  Its 
not just about widening the sidewalks but making sure that people are spilling out onto them. 

 How is it supported in the long term?  Politically, socially, physically, economically? 

 More quality and less quantity.  Focus on accessibility 
 

5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 
and/or the Council: 

 
o The opinion gathering has been great.  Like that the new design is so pedestrian friendly. 
o A disproportionate attention on parking. Why we aren’t considering back in parking. 
o Need better signage for the garage.   
o Need to keep a focus on what is going to happen when this is over.  How will this be 

maintained?  What is the vision for 20-30 years from now? 
o How can we build on the strengths of what is happening right now.    
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Appendix C: 

Participant Evaluation Raw Data and Average Scores for 2
nd

 Concord Complete Streets Dialogue, 

February 6, 2013  *** 71 Total Responses, though we are missing the back page for almost half of the 

surveys due to a copying error.  

Question 1 A 

The facilitators were always prepared.  

5 – Agree Strongly  30 

 

4 – Agree 

 

31 

 

3- No opinion 

 

4 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

3 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

1 

 

Answered Evals  70 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.2 

 

 

Question 2 B 

The facilitator helped the group set ground rules and stick to them.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

36 

 

4 – Agree 

 

25 

 

3- No opinion 

 

5 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

2 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  71 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.25 
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Question 3 C The facilitator helped us talk about different points of view.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

30 

 

4 – Agree 

 

35 

 

3- No opinion 

 

2 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

2 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

1 

 

Answered Evals  71 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.25 

 

 

Question 4 D The facilitator made sure everyone took part in the dialogue.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

43 

 

4 – Agree 

 

22 

 

3- No opinion 

 

4 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

0 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  71 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.5 

 

 

Question 5 E 

The facilitator helped the group work out disagreements.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

22 

 

4 – Agree 

 

28 

 

3- No opinion 

 

12 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

0 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  2 
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Answered Evals  64 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.4 

 

 

Question 6 F The facilitator helped us come up with our own ideas for action and change.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

22 

 

4 – Agree 

 

28 

 

3- No opinion 

 

15 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

2 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  70 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.3 

 

 

Question 7 G The facilitator explained how our input fits into future decisions.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

17 

 

4 – Agree 

 

29 

 

3- No opinion 

 

20 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

3 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

1 

 

Answered Evals   70 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.095 

 

 

Question 8 H The participant guide was easy to understand 

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

15 

 

4 – Agree 29 
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3- No opinion 

 

20 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

4 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  70 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.28 

 

 

Question 9 I The information was helpful for our conversations 

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

17 

 

4 – Agree 

 

37 

 

3- No opinion 

 

12 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

2 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  70 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.28 

 

 

Question 10, J  Our group Talked about the most important issues 

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

17 

 

4 – Agree 

 

37 

 

3- No opinion 

 

12 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

2 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  44 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.0 
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Question 11, K It seemed as though everyone had an equal chance to express their views.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

12 

 

4 – Agree 

 

22 

 

3- No opinion 

 

7 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

1 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

1 

 

Answered Evals  44 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.28 

 

 

Question 12, L Our group identified the most important steps that should be taken.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

17 

 

4 – Agree 

 

14 

 

3- No opinion 

 

8 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

1 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  43 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 3.91 

 

 

Question 13, M I learned new things from other members from my group.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

19 

 

4 – Agree 

 

13 

 

3- No opinion 

 

9 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

1 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  44 Total Evals 
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71 

 

Average Score 4.12 

 

 

Question 14, N The conversation helped me to become better informed about the issues.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

18 

 

4 – Agree 

 

17 

 

3- No opinion 

 

3 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

4 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  44 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.09 

 

 

Question 15, 0, Because of this conversation, I had a better understanding of people who I disagree with and their 

opinions 

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

16 

 

4 – Agree 

 

13 

 

3- No opinion 

 

10 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

1 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  42 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 3.95 

 

 

Question 16 

The amount of  time for the session(s) were: 

Not enough time (Score of 1) 

 

13 
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Just the right amount of time (Score of 2) 

 

26 

 

Too much time (Score of 3) 1 

 

Answered Evals  40 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 2, Just the Right Amount of Time 

 

Question 17, Q I am glad I participated in these community conversations 

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

26 

 

4 – Agree 

 

15 

 

3- No opinion 

 

1 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

2 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

0 

 

Answered Evals  44 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.53 

 

 

Question 18, R I would attend another community conversation on this or a different topic.  

5 – Agree Strongly  

 

23 

 

4 – Agree 

 

14 

 

3- No opinion 

 

5 

 

2 – Disagree 

 

0 

 

1 – Disagree Strongly  

 

2 

 

Answered Evals  44 Total Evals 

71 

 

Average Score 4.35 
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Question 19, S  

What would you have changed about this event to make it better? 

 It was hard to hear people in the group. Dividers between the groups would have been helpful.  

 More time.  

 It was difficult to hear the comments in our group. The room was quite loud.  

 Slightly smaller groups and a little more time (+ 30 minutes).  

 It was hard to always hear the facilitator and/or participants because of the noise from all the other groups; so 
maybe have the groups breakout to different rooms.  

 Start earlier and end earlier 

 Facilitator could have done a better job of managing the conversation. Group may have been too big. Thank you 
– this is important stuff.  

 Our facilitator did not follow the goal.  

 The initial question – what makes Concord a destination was so general as to be unhelpful to the discussion. I 
think it would have been better to use more computer technology in leading the discussion.  

 Smaller groups – it was hard to hear facilitator and others in the group.  

 I cannot get away from my continuing impression that any input on my part would do ANY good. Has “this train 
left the station?” – (name removed) 

 Longer time 

 Smaller groups 

 Very noisy. People not in groups were talking and distracting to group discussion.  

 Less noisy – hard to hear sometimes 

 More info presented on status and detail of proposal.  

 Noise in room made hearing difficult. More space or individual rooms would help.  

 Facilitators need to make a point to speak louder and repeat what quiet people said. Facilitator needs to say 
things like “what do you think about the Pleasant Street design” (or whatever) rather than “what do you think 
about “that” or “this”? 
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Appendix D:   

 

Concord Main Street 

Your input on  

Design and Destination 
 

 

 

 

What does it mean to you to design 

Concord Main Street as a  

NH Destination? 
 
 

Community Conversation 
  

Monday, February 4, 2013 
  

Grappone Center Salons 
  

Everyone Welcome!  
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Welcome and thank you for joining today’s conversation ~ 
 
We look forward to your questions, concerns, ideas and hopes for the future of Concord’s Main Street and 
we welcome all perspectives.  The Concord City Council voted unanimously to accept the recommendations of 
the Downtown Complete Streets Advisory Committee and city staff members have been hard at work on final 
design elements. The Downtown Complete Streets Project Advisory Committee has asked NH Listens to 
create this opportunity for people to give input for the final stages of the design to be voted on by the 
Concord City Council on February 11, 2013.  Public input has been sought along the way on this project which 
has been a few years in the making.  Similar to the November 7th event which was attended by over 130 
people, your input will be compiled and shared with all of you and with the Concord City Council.   
 
NH Listens works at the state and local level to help convene conversations about complex issues.  We don’t 
take a position on issues but work to create a fair and open process for everyone.   

Here is the general outline of our evening: 

6:30 – 7:00 PM Registration and refreshments 

7:00   Gallery of design pictures and slides 

7:15   Welcome and purpose 

7:25   Small group conversations 

8:40   Large group summary reports 

8:55    Next steps 

 

9:00 PM  Closing 
 
 A brief meeting will be held following the event for anyone interested in learning more about 

founding Concord Listens 

This guide is the same for all participants.  The facilitators will help guide the 

conversation but we are all responsible for making sure the group is productive.  

Thank you! 
What is New Hampshire Listens? 
New Hampshire Listens, works to strengthen New Hampshire communities by helping citizens participate directly in 
discussions about policies that affect their daily lives.  Established in 2011, we engage state residents in local and 
statewide conversations on a broad range of topics to bring about informed, innovative solutions to complex issues.  At 
the core of our work, we organize fair, nonpartisan discussions throughout the state, help communities establish their 
own local Listens organizations, and train facilitators for public engagement.  We are a civic engagement initiative of the 
Carsey Institute at the University of New Hampshire.  If you are interested in more information, we look forward to you 
being in touch with us.  We are always looking for thoughtful facilitators and local contacts in NH communities. 
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Detailed Outline 

6:30 - 7:00 Registration  

 Welcome and sign in at registration table 
 Time to view design maps and pictures displayed throughout the room  

 
7:00 – 7:10 Gallery of design pictures and slides 
 The latest design pictures and slides will be located around the room.  Please take a few 

minutes to familiarize yourself with the design before we begin.  
 

 Please join your small group circle for the introduction and to start the dialogue immediately 
thereafter. We encourage you to review the background information starting on page 7. 

 
7:10 - 7:20 Welcome 

 Welcome from the Downtown Complete Streets Project Advisory Committee 

 Chair, Steve Duprey 
 

 NH Listens facilitators:  Michele Holt-Shannon and Bruce Mallory 

 The goal of this conversation is to:  
o See the latest design pictures and maps 
o Weigh in on final decisions (and identify any “earthquakes”) 
o Give guidance and vision to Concord as a “destination” 

 
 About the process: This conversation is…  

 Designed to build on the work that has been done thus far.   

 Designed for participants to be here the whole time (please do what you need to do 
to be most present:  phones, breaks, restrooms, snacks). 

 About a constructive focus and looking forward to desired actions and solutions. 

 Conversations like this augment traditional forms of government, they do not 
replace them. 

 Why small groups?  So more people get to talk and explore the issue across different 
perspectives… 

 
 Group agreements for a productive conversation… 

 Share “air time”  

 If you disagree, consider asking a question rather than arguing to prove your point 

 It’s OK to disagree, but don’t personalize it. Stick to the issue, not the person who is 
disagreeing with you  

 Speak up if the process doesn’t seem fair  

 Speak for yourself, not for others and not for an entire group (use “I” statements) 

 Personal stories stay in the group unless we all agree we can share them outside of 
the group  

 We all share responsibility for making the group productive  

 Be respectful and use respectful language  
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 Respect the facilitator’s role 

 Listen first… 

 
7:20 - 7:30 Introductions in small groups 

 Your small group has a neutral facilitator whose role is to:   
o Help with the process and keeping time  
o Serve as a reminder of our agreements to be fair and respectful 
o Make sure everyone gets a chance to participate, and 
o Record key information to send to the Advisory Committee (Note: is anyone interested in 

helping scribe on the laptop? Only needed at a few key places and otherwise you can 
participate). 

 
 Reminder:  Your group will need someone to report out to the large group at the end.   

 
 Introductions:  Please share your… 

 Name 

 A hat or two you wear in the Concord community (resident, business owner, etc.) 
 
7:30 - 8:15 Our Task 
 There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City 

Council after tonight.  At the end of the evening each group will be asked to briefly report: 
 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” – big issues that are a barrier to moving forward. 
 Your groups overall response to the current design.  

 
Review of Complete Streets Project Background and Discussion 
Please take the time to look over the background information for the project starting on page 7 
of this guide.  These kinds of projects take a great deal of complex preparation over several 
months and years.  Public input has been sought at each stage and now the City Council will 
approve final design on February 11th.   

(7:40) 
 Consider the framing question: What does it mean to you to design Concord Main Street 

as a NH Destination? 
 
Brainstorm:  To get started, spend time getting the most important characteristics on the table.  
Don’t worry about the details at this point, just make sure the primary issues have been named.  
By destination, you might consider, for whom?  For what purposes? Does this imply a focused 
destination theme? (e.g., historical, architectural, commercial, multi-purpose) 
 

 RECORD:  Add this list on the small group report (#1). 
 

 Next, spend some time discussing these characteristics and their importance to you.  It 
might be useful for each person to speak briefly about their perspective.  For now, try 
to resist exploring any single design element in too much detail.  This part of the 
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conversation is more general and will help the Council as they affirm or alter current 
designs.  The following questions may be helpful to prompt your thinking: 

o The Boston Globe recently wrote an article on downtown Concord (Travel 
section, January 13, 2013).  It was a positive article and they mention returning 
once this project has been implemented:  What do you want the next article to 
say? 

o Of the characteristics your group listed, which are most important to you? 
o Which characteristics are most concerning to you and in what way? 
o Are there strengths we are not capitalizing upon?  Weaknesses we are not 

addressing? 
 RECORD:  Note the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the 

characteristics most important to them (#2).   
(8:00) 

 Next, spend some time identifying areas of the project where you have remaining 
concerns.  Are these concerns “show stoppers” or “earthquakes”?   
 

 There are two areas where the design team is looking for specific feedback: 
 The closure of Phoenix Avenue (see information section) 
 The intersection of Pleasant and Main (see information section) 

 
 RECORD:  Note the main areas of concern for each specific aspect of the project.   

(8:15) 
 Finally, the City Council is interested in your thoughts about the overall direction and 

design.   
 You might go around the circle in turn commenting on your overall 

assessment of the design (briefly please!) 
 If useful, you might consider a straw poll in your group: 

(3 – I like it a lot!  2 – I’m okay with it. 1 – I do NOT like it) 
 

 RECORD:  Note the main areas of concern and, if taken, the result of your straw poll.  
 
8:25-8:35 Final Priorities 

Based on your group conversation, “Are there any common ground thoughts or ideas in this 
group? If so, what do we want to say at the end of the evening about each of the three focus 
areas? If not, what diverse points of view do we want to convey?”  
 
A single consensus is not required, but if one emerges, or perhaps if the group wants to put 
forward two or three primary points of view, that is fine. These will represent your key  
recommendations and comments to the large group and to the City Council. 
Your group will need to prioritize their top insights, etc. to report out to the large group and 
select someone to speak.  The reporting out should include no more than two or three specific 
statements.   To arrive at this point, the group should take a step back and look for both the 
unique ideas and those that seemed to recur. Group ideas together that seem to be related, but 
don’t lose track of the unique ones. The written small group report will convey a more 
complete view of your ideas to the City Council (this will not be edited or changed and will be 
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included directly in the report as finalized by your group).  You will likely not have time to 
represent all of your ideas in the large group report out (two minutes!). 

 

 RECORD:  What are your group’s specific input, concerns and recommendations? 
 

If you have time… 
 

 RECORD:  Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass 
along to the Concord City Council or Planning Board and City Staff members. 

 
8:40 – 8:55  Reporting Out  

Each group will be asked to provide a VERY BRIEF summary of their most important findings, 
concerns or recommendations.  If you are asked to speak for your group, please be brief and 
share what has been compiled by your group, including common ground and divergent views.  
(You will have two minutes!) 
 

8:55 – 9:00 Wrap up comments –  
Michele Holt-Shannon and Bruce Mallory 

 Overall themes we heard 

 Please fill out the evaluation – it matters to us!  We read these and always work to 
incorporate your feedback.  Thank you! 

 
Final Thoughts from the Advisory Committee 

 Thank you 

 Concord Listens – brief meeting for those interested 

 Next steps 

 
Thank you for participating! 

To keep in touch with the project go to: 

http://www.concordmainstreetproject.com/  

Today’s event underwritten by the Duprey Companies 

  

http://www.concordmainstreetproject.com/
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Background Summary 
All material in this background summary can be found on the City of Concord website at:  

http://www.concordmainstreetproject.com/ .  This address was also sent out in advance to all who registered electronically.  
Some materials have been adapted.  They have been shortened and reformatted. 
 

 
Existing conditions 

 
The Complete Streets Project Advisory Committee forwarded the following recommendations to the Concord City 
Council in their final report dated November 16, 2012.  Excerpts from that report are provided below.  The full report 
may be found at: http://www.concordmainstreetproject.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/FINAL-REPORT-
RECOMMENDATIONS-11-16-121.pdf.  Specifically, the Committee recommended: 
 

1. That the Council move forward on the project to meet the timeline established by the Federal Government. Not 
doing so would in all likelihood mean that the City will lose the $4.71 million allocated to the City; 

 
2. That the travel ways be reduced to a “modified super two lane” configuration of fifteen feet each with a 

traversable median  of four feet to six feet and a shared bicycle lane in both directions; 
 

3. That the project parking be configured to achieve either maintaining angled head in parking for the project area, 
with an almost equal balanced width of sidewalks, possibly giving greater space on the east side of Main Street; 
or, preferably, parallel parking on one side of the street, either completely, or partially, if substitute parking 
were found in the Centre to Pleasant Street area to ensure that no more than 5 spaces are lost in the Centre to 
Pleasant Street area beyond those necessary to comply with law.  The Committee recognized that this would 
provide optimal sidewalk widths to achieve the transformational impact many citizens expressed as their hoped 
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for outcome of the project.  The aspirational goal is to have optimum sidewalk widths without any loss in 
parking; 

 
4. That pedestrian safety be dramatically improved; 

 
5. That the project improve public accessibility, with a goal of not only meeting the letter and spirit of ADA 

requirements, but that when finished our community be a model for the state and region;  
 

6. That the project include heated sidewalks.  The Committee unanimously recommends that the City heat the 
street in its entirety if feasible, and that all stakeholders in this project the  Committee heard from believe that 
this change alone could have the most dramatic and lasting beneficial impact on economic vitality and livability; 

 
7. Although the Committee supports the idea of undergrounding of the remaining overhead utilities on South Main 

Street at least as far south as the Capitol Center for the Arts, the Committee does not believe it is financially 
feasible and thus should not be a part of the project;  

 
8. That the City create a comprehensive way-finding signage program to enhance connectivity to off-street parking, 

landmarks, and transit areas, and that signage directing visitors to the garages be improved PRIOR to the 
commencement of the project; 

 
9. That the City undertake an immediate study of the availability and usage of the current parking in the downtown 

and that it move promptly to consider changes to fees, time limits and other options to ensure maximum usage 
is made of the garages; 

 
10. That the City create a highly visible and effective campaign to disseminate information and promote existing 

businesses downtown during the construction. This program will require the expenditure of a substantial sum  
of monies (estimates range from 50-100,000 dollars) to hire outside marketing firms to ensure that regional 
residents know that downtown will be open for business, with minor disruptions only, during the project; and in 
addition that the project have  a project representative located on Main Street available to the merchant and 
office community on a daily basis; 
 

11. That the project be primarily constructed in the overnight hours.  The Committee also strongly recommends that 
access to any and all commercial establishments on Main Street not be impeded during business hours.   
Construction should also be cognizant of the holiday retail shopping period, primarily from late October through 
year end and that work in the core retail area of Pleasant to Centre Streets not occur in this time frame; 
 

12. That the City, in conjunction with the Greater Concord Chamber of Commerce, apply to the New Hampshire 
Community Development Finance Authority for the award of tax credits as a way of contributing to the financing 
of this project, and that those be used in conjunction with a special assessment district that includes all of the 
downtown area and tax exempt properties, to raise the 20% of the "private” project funds necessary. 

 
13. Because the design and construction of the streetscape will have the most dramatic impact on the improvement 

of the economic vitality and livability of Main Street, the  Committee believes that it is imperative that the 
project design team “think big and bold” to achieve a Main Street where local citizens and tourists will want to 
come and to shop and spend time; 

 
14. That this Committee may  be continued as representative of the many stakeholders in this project for the 

purpose of reviewing and  consulting on various design elements of the streetscape as the actual designs are 
created, with an anticipated requirement of meeting  as needed  until design is complete. 
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The significant funding for this project will come from a TIGER 2012 Grant which was applied for and received. 
 
Concord’s Five Vision Principles which the City Council formally adopted in 2001 includes: 

 A vibrant, livable downtown; 

 Neighborhoods served by walkable villages; 

 Preservation and access to the natural environment; 

 Economic vitality; and 
 Transportation that serves the community. 

 
 
Both of the elements below are set to be voted on specifically by the Concord City Council following 
additional study and analysis, including your input. 
 
The proposed closure of Phoenix Avenue: 
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The intersection of Pleasant Street and Main Street: 
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Small Group Report 
to the Concord City Council 

 
GROUP Letter:  ________________________  Facilitator Name:  ________________________________ 
 
Submitted by: ______________________________________ 
 
There are three key areas for feedback and discussion that will go directly to the Concord City Council.   

 Your thoughts about what will make Concord Main Street a Destination? 
 Identify any “earthquakes” or big issues that are a barrier to moving forward 
 Your groups overall response to the current design as presented tonight 

 
1. Please list the characteristics that were initially brainstormed in your group as an important part of 

making Concord Main Street a NH Destination:   

  
 
 
 
 

2. Note all of the primary concerns and priorities mentioned when people discussed the characteristics 
most important to them.  

  
 
 
 

3. Identify the areas of concern that are in your group regarding.   

 Closure of Phoenix Avenue 
 
 

 The intersection of Pleasant and Main 
 
 

4. What is your group’s specific input for the Concord City Council? 

  
 
 

5. Please add any additional information that your group feels is important to pass along to City staff 
and/or the Council: 

 

 

 
 


